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Read all about science Teachers and experts share their secrets on using the news to enrich science class
Andrew Bridges Jul 25, â€” 3: They both make teaching more effective and increase the relevance of what
students learn. It includes plenty for her students to read, new vocabulary words to define and questions to
answer, all on a standard form. Helens rumbling back to life or the latest outbreak of food-borne illness.
Reuter knows her students always look forward to the task. That is because a well-planned current events
assignment can tap directly into what interests and motivates them most. Making current events a routine part
of science instruction can help reinvigorate student interest in the subject, say teachers and academic experts.
So you have to relate the content to what they care about â€” not what you care about. They can then
formulate questions for each paragraph of the news story, moving from queries that can be answered in the
article to those that may be inferred from it. The goal is to eventually have students answering questions by
thinking beyond what they have read. This approach to using current events in the science classroom confers a
wide range of benefits. Just reading about scientists experimenting in the lab or working in the field can be an
eye-opener for students who have never considered career options beyond, say, professional athlete or
recording artist. Supplementing science class with current events demands time and effort, of course. The
critical-thinking skills that apply to reading about current events also apply in a test environment, educators
add. Reading news stories is also good preparation for emulating scientists. Their go-to media So what
materials do teachers rely on most when using current events to augment their science instruction? Generally,
they seek news stories that are timely, highly readable and tied, even if tenuously, to the curriculum. Articles
that feature scientists at work, come in easy-to-print formats, include actual data and provide a glossary and
questions all remain teacher favorites. In general, teachers say, the more yuck, the more luck they have in
engaging students. The gross-out factor seemed to really hook them and keep them, she says. Both resources
provide content to teachers for free. If tailored correctly, he says, the material will allow even young kids to
understand the data â€” and sometimes appropriately challenge whether the authors of the original paper
interpreted their findings correctly. Hunting for something germane Incorporating current events in the
classroom is rarely as easy as running off a few dozen copies of whatever science story appeared last week in
print or online. Teachers lament just how difficult it can be to find articles that are appropriate not only for
whom they teach, but also for how, when, why and where. So what does work? White, for one, looks for news
stories that neither dumb down the science nor dress it up with cute language. The really good stories
sometimes get trotted out, year after year. Old Science News for Kids feature stories on French fries and ice
cream are other perennial favorites, she adds. When teachers search for engaging content, they sometimes fail
to turn up the perfectly suited article. Reuter, for example, says she is still looking for a news story that she
can peg to the laboratory safety unit she teaches each fall. Making kids work One academic expert favors
allowing students to do the legwork in finding current events that interest them. Teachers, however, report
mixed success in getting students to track down appropriate news stories on their own. For a unit on
epidemiology, she focused on a hot topic then in the news: She first divided her class into four groups,
assigning each two to three articles, press releases and speeches culled from various sources that reflect
differing viewpoints. The first day, each group read its selections and answered basic questions. The second
day, she mixed it up, creating new, smaller groups made up of one representative from each of the previous
groups. Simmons, when he taught science in the Detroit public school system, used a more gradual
introduction to current events. First, he would reach into the lives of students and have them share their
experiences. Only afterward would he go on to help them relate their knowledge to a news story. With a topic
like asthma, for instance, his students would begin by discussing the trash incinerator just north of downtown
Detroit. Then Simmons would introduce news stories about air pollution and respiratory health, leveraging
what his students already knew. Crucially, it allows students to connect both their education and themselves to
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the world outside the classroom.
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Read "Walter Mitty" 2, words 2. She overhears some remarks that upset her routine. Read "Miss Brill" 2,
words 3. Read "Luck" 1, words This verdict was a great surprise to me. If its subject had been Napoleon, or
Socrates, or Solomon, my astonishment could not have been greater. Two things I was well aware of:
Therefore I knew, beyond doubt or question, that the world was mistaken about this hero: So I meant to find
out, at a convenient moment, how the Reverend, all solitary and alone, had discovered the secret. The
merchant sells another product at a much higher price to make up for it. Read "The Chaser" 1, words 5. Read
"Snow" words 6. His family waits for him on the front porch, eager to know if the house will be lost. Read
"Home" words This story has a bit of a twist ending. It packs a great deal of meaning into a few words and
would allow for a lot of discussions. Read "Yours" words This story deals with friendship, identity, and
Hispanic culture. He tries to figure out what to do. Read "Grace Period" scroll down to exercise 2J; words
After looking around, she takes a dreamlike walk. He is captured and has a physical transformation inflicted
upon him as a prerequisite to meeting the queen. This story can be read as an allegory for the experiences of
Chinese immigrants in America. It could also represent the treatment of Chinese women or women in general
at different times. Read "On Discovery" words When he speaks to Zebras in their own language, they are
stunned; the cat takes the opportunity to tie up the zebras and kill them. This short fable illustrates the function
of the storyteller. Read "The Zebra Storyteller" words There are many paintings with an accompanying book
that describes them. The narrator focuses on a painting of a young woman and looks up the story of when she
modeled for the portrait. Read "Oval Portrait" 1, words The Chateau into which my valet had ventured to
make forcible entrance, rather than permit me, in my desperately wounded condition, to pass a night in the
open air, was one of those piles of commingled gloom and grandeur which have so long frowned among the
Appennines, not less in fact than in the fancy of Mrs. To all appearance it had been temporarily and very lately
abandoned. We established ourselves in one of the smallest and least sumptuously furnished apartments. It
rains and hails too much, ruining the crop, prompting Lencho to write a letter. This story has a humorous
ending. Read "A Letter to God" 1, words She quickly enters the show window, removes the mannequin, and
strikes its pose. Read "The Pose" 1, words Peretz Early every Friday morning, rabbi Nemirov vanishes. His
followers wonder where he goes and what he does. One of them decides to find out for sure. Read "If Not
Higher" 1, words He likes to make small connections with his charges and ask about their families. His
daughter gets left behind, but is rescued at the last minute by a young sailor. Read "The Blue Jar" 1, words
The man is comfortable with books and writing, but there is distance between him and his wife. My father was
a workman, a house painter. He did not rise in the world as I have done. I worked my way through college and
became an historian. We own this house in which I sit. This is my room in which I work. Already I have
written three histories of peoples. I have told how states were formed and battles fought. You may see my
books standing straight up on the shelves of libraries. They stand up like sentries. She tries to choose gifts with
more care. Nilson feels a bit peculiar. He takes a walk in the nearby gardens. He sees his neighbor, which
makes him feel awkward because they have never spoken. Read "The Japanese Quince" 1, words The couple
seated by her start asking about her background. Bill finds her conversation simplistic; she refuses to argue
anything. Lots of people come by to get the details, asking him if it was an accident. He keeps saying his
daughter was hungry, and she had been a lot lately. Read "Daughter" 1, words His wife starts talking about
being out of milk, and of a theater tour in New York. He talks about frying up some cattails and other things
they can do where they are. Read "Blackberries" words She learns some English words, eventually becoming
aware of the communist threat. Read "Snow" words It is about how school was in the old days. He and
Margie talk about how different school used to be with human teachers. Read "The Fun They Had" 1, words
This means a lot to the engineer. Read "The Far and the Near" 1, words Read "The Trout" He expects the
thief to return, so he prepares a surprise. Read "Ruthless" 1, words Outside, the woods lay in clear October
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sunlight: Inside, a man smiled grimly as he turned from the bathroom cabinet, entered the primitive living
room of his mountain camp, and crossed to a closet set in the pine wall. Somerset Maugham A servant meets
Death in a Baghdad marketplace and flees from him. Read "The Appointment in Samarra" words Ross Ivan is
known in his village as a timid, fearful man. One night he is challenged to cross the cemetery. Read "Cemetery
Path" words Valgardson Moved by childhood memories, a man leaves his own affluent neighborhood and
goes exploring. He ends up in a seedy area. Read "Identities" 1, words As she starts to head home she makes a
shocking discovery. Read "The Flowers" words Read "The Key Game" words Read "My Name" words In
English my name means hope. In Spanish it means too many letters. It means sadness, it means waiting. It is
like the number nine. It is the Mexican records my father plays on Sunday mornings when he is shaving, song
like sobbing. These short stories contain plenty of discussion points as well, and they are a great way to
introduce different styles of writing.
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Reading Science Stories is a book meant to celebrate nonfiction reading, especially narrative nonfiction, as a vehicle for
understanding the world around us.

At Bonnier Corporation, your privacy is important to us. This Privacy Policy applies to all of the products,
services, and websites offered by Bonnier Corporation and its subsidiaries or affiliated companies collectively,
"Bonnier". To better protect your privacy, we provide this notice explaining our privacy practices and the
choices you can make about the way your information is collected and used by Bonnier. Jeremy Thompson,
General Counsel N. Privacy Department N. Orlando Avenue, Suite Winter Park, FL You may also ask for a
summary of the information that we have retained, how we have used it, and to whom it has been disclosed.
For your protection, we may require that you authenticate your identity before we provide you with any
information. An overview of the information that Bonnier may collect You are able to take advantage of many
Bonnier products, services, and websites without providing any information that personally identifies you by
name, address, or other personally-identifying information. We only collect personally-identifying information
when you voluntarily submit it to us. Sometimes, we need personally-identifying information in order to
provide you with the products and services that you request. Depending upon the product or service, we may
ask you for a variety of personally-identifying information. This might include, for example, your name,
address, e-mail address, telephone number, gender, and birth date. We may also ask for other information
about you, such as your credit card information when you are making a purchase , interests, income, or
education level. We consider certain identifying information "sensitive. Some types of personal information
will NEVER be requested or collected, such as information on your race or ethnic origin, political opinions,
trade union memberships, religious beliefs, health, sex life, or sexual orientation. You may choose not to
provide us with any personally-identifying information. In that case, you can still access and use many
portions of our websites; however, you will not be able to access and use those portions of any Bonnier
website that require your personal information. Many Bonnier websites include community features, such as
online forums and message boards. Information that is posted in these areas becomes public information and
the use that any third party makes of this information is beyond our ability to control. You should exercise
caution before disclosing any personally-identifying information in these public venues. If you elect to submit
content that includes information that can be used to identify you, you must assume that the content can and
will be displayed on any website on the Internet. At some Bonnier sites and through certain promotions, you
can submit personally-identifying information about other people. Some Bonnier websites also provide
referral services to help you inform a friend about our websites, products, or services. We will only ask you
for the information about your friend that we need in order to do what you request. Our properties may feature
Nielsen proprietary measurement software, which will allow you to contribute to market research, such as
Nielsen TV Ratings. To learn more about the information that Nielsen software may collect and your choices
with regard to it, please see the Nielsen Digital Measurement Privacy Policy at http: These companies may use
information you have shared e. Our partners use this information to recognize you across different channels
and platforms over time for advertising, analytics, attribution, and reporting purposes; any information
collected is stored in hashed or non-human-readable form. These companies typically use a cookie or
third-party web beacon to collect this information. To learn more about this behavioral advertising practice or
to opt-out of this type of advertising, you can visit http: Bonnier websites sometimes may offer contests,
sweepstakes, or promotions that are sponsored by or co-sponsored with identified third parties. By virtue of
their sponsorship, these third parties may obtain personally-identifying information that visitors voluntarily
submit to them in order to participate in the contest, sweepstakes, or promotion. If a third-party sponsor
beyond our control will obtain information that you supply us, we will notify you at the time we collect the
information from you. Some of our websites contain links to other sites. By clicking on these links, you will
leave the website operated by Bonnier and this Privacy Policy will no longer apply. How we use the
information we collect We use the personally-identifying information that you provide us to fulfill your
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requests for our products, programs, and services, to respond to your inquiries about offerings, and to offer
you other products, programs, or services that we believe may be of interest to you. We sometimes use this
information to communicate with you, such as to notify you when you have won one of our contests, when we
make changes to subscriber agreements, to fulfill a request by you for an online newsletter, or to contact you
about your account with us. We do not use your personal information to make automated decisions. We may
syndicate the publicly available content of our community areas to unaffiliated third-party websites, using
RSS or other technologies. The information you have shared in the community areas may be included in this
syndication. We will use the personally-identifying information that you provide about others in order to
provide the products or services that you have requested; for example, to enable us to send them your gifts or
cards. These lists will never contain sensitive information. If you do not wish for your e-mail or postal address
to be shared with companies not owned by Bonnier who want to market products or services to you, you have
the opportunity to opt out, as described below. You may also opt out of the receipt of any marketing materials
from Bonnier as described below. We may transfer your sensitive personally-identifying information to other
Bonnier offices for internal management and administrative purposes. In addition, your personal data will be
transferred to other Bonnier offices where necessary for the performance or conclusion of our contractual
obligations to you or for your benefit. Transfers of personally-identifying information may also be made
where necessary for the establishment, exercise, or defense of legal claims. We do not transfer personal
information internationally. Bonnier will only share your sensitive personal information with outside
companies or individuals in any of the following limited circumstances: When we use trusted businesses or
persons to process personal information on our behalf. Before sharing any personal information with outside
parties, we require that these parties agree to process such information based on our instructions and in
compliance with this Privacy Policy and any other appropriate confidentiality and security measures. Before
we share your sensitive personal information outside of the previously listed circumstances, we will ask you
for permission first. Please note that this only applies to sensitive information, as defined above. We may also
use, transfer, sell, and share aggregated, anonymous data about our users for any legal purpose, such as
analyzing usage trends and seeking compatible advertisers and partners. In no event will this aggregated data
contain any information that could be used to identify individual users of our products or services. How we
protect the safety and integrity of the information we collect We take appropriate physical, electronic, and
procedural measures to safeguard and protect your personal information. We use a variety of security
measures, including encryption and authentication, to maintain the confidentiality of your personal
information. We store your personal information on systems behind firewalls that are only accessible to a
limited number of persons, each of whom is required to keep the information confidential. When you transmit
sensitive personal information to us, like credit card information, we offer the use of a secure connection to
our servers. To the extent you select the secure connection method or your browser supports such
functionality, all credit card account information that you supply is transmitted via secure encryption
technology. We will provide notice if we become aware of any security breach that may affect any sensitive
personal information pertaining to you that we have stored on our systems. Bonnier employees, agents, and
contractors who have access to personally-identifying information are required to protect this information in a
manner that is consistent with this Privacy Policy and may not use the information for any purpose other than
to carry out the services they are performing for Bonnier. These individuals are bound by confidentiality
obligations and may be subject to discipline, including termination and criminal prosecution, if they fail to
meet these obligations. Bonnier only collects personal information that is relevant to the purposes for which it
will be used. Though we do take appropriate steps to review and update the information that we store to ensure
that it is accurate, complete, and current, we also depend on you to update or correct your personal information
when necessary. You may correct or delete any or all of the personal information you have provided to us at
any time. Many of our websites provide means to review and update the personal information that you have
provided on that website. To inquire about personally identifiable information that Bonnier has collected about
you, or about other ways to correct factual errors in that information, please send us an e-mail at privacy
bonniercorp. Do not use this email address to send questions about your subscription. To protect your privacy
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and security, we will take reasonable steps to help verify your identity before granting access or making
corrections. We will decline to process requests where we cannot verify the identity of the requester. We may
also decline to process requests that are automated, repetitive, systematic, or impractical, or that might
jeopardize the privacy of others. In some limited circumstances, such as to resolve disputes, troubleshoot
problems, and enforce our policies, we may retain some of information that you have requested us to remove.
Therefore, you should not expect that all of your personal information will be completely removed from our
databases in response to your requests. We only use the information we collect for purposes consistent with
this policy. If we propose to use your personal information for purposes beyond that explained in this policy,
we will provide appropriate notice before doing so and we will provide you with the means to opt out of those
uses. We will not use your sensitive personal information for any purposes other than those described in this
Policy unless we have obtained your consent. Your privacy options If you prefer not to receive e-mail
communications from other companies, you may choose to remove yourself from any e-mail lists that we
provide to third parties for marketing purposes by sending us an e-mail at emailoptout bonniercorp. You will
still receive information from Bonnier and its various brands, but we will not share your address information
with anyone else. If you prefer not to receive postal communication from other companies, you may choose to
remove yourself from any postal mailing lists that we provide to third parties for marketing purposes by
sending us an e-mail at emailoptout bonniercorp. Box , Harlan, IA We only want to communicate with you if
you want to hear from us. If you prefer not to be contacted at all, you may opt out of receiving any
communications from us at any time by notifying us at emailoptout bonniercorp. You may also notify us by
sending mail to the following address:
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[Read more about the emotion.] Treasure Stolen The French fleur-de-lis symbol engraved on a 16th-century bronze
cannon discovered in a shipwreck off the coast of Cape Canaveral, in Florida.

That includes "Free to Believe: The ebook version of The Story of Science is well-illustrated. A History of US
is text only in its ebook version contact Oxford if you would like to see illustrations. Why and how did that
change? Read this book and learn what Thomas Jefferson and a mixture of Americans had to do to insure
religious freedom for all Americans. One kind of freedom clearly impacts others: This book includes a chapter
on a Virginia plantation owner who freed all his slaves he had more than Jefferson and Washington had
combined , showing that it could be done. If you can read Korean, or Chinese, the books have been translated
into those languages. The 10 volume A History of US is also in ebook format. But these are text-only. The
stories are all there, but not the illustrations. Reading Science Stories Sample Chapter 8. NSTA Recommends
is generally regarded as the best source available for thoughtful, objective recommendations of
science-teaching materials. Their panel of reviewersâ€”top-flight teachers and other outstanding science
educatorsâ€”has determined that the products recommended there are among the best available supplements
for science teaching. Narrative Tales of Scientific Adventurers. Hakim, a wellâ€”noted author whose previous
works eloquently demonstrate the intersection of science and history, provides middle and secondary school
readers with captivating stories about both the accomplishments and struggles of significant scientists. Quotes
from or about the scientists start each chapter, providing an opportunity for analyzing and interpreting text.
Hakim provides parenthetical definitions of technical or more advanced vocabulary. Diagrams, maps, and
other visual features support the text. Educational, humorous love the chapter titles , and a breeze to read. Kids
will certainly get a more human-centered view of science from it. One begins with Vesalius and Leonardo da
Vinci, continues on to Darwin and Mendel, ending as the 19th century ends. Actually Worse , who died in ,
might not agree: Special discounts and sample books are available. A History of US.
5: Short Stories for Middle and High School Students to Read Online | Owlcation
Reading Science Stories is a book meant to celebrate nonfiction reading, especially narrative nonfiction, as a vehicle for
understanding the world around us. We live in what is the greatest scientific era in all of human history, it also happens
to be an Information Age, and nonfiction is a great medium for explanations, but many of our schools.

6: Science Stories Homepage | The Franklin Institute
The Most Popular Science Stories of The presidential election took center stage, but our readers were also fascinated
by everything from particle physics and rage disorder to autism in girls.

7: Life Science Stories | Education | Pinterest | Reading Comprehension, Science and Comprehension
The Top 10 Science Stories of Record hurricanes, data breaches, colliding neutron stars and drug epidemicsâ€”the
most important science stories of the year Read more in this collection.

8: Science | Content Area Reading | Reading A-Z - Reading A-Z
Reading news stories is also good preparation for emulating scientists. "After all, scientists spend much more of their
time reading and writing than they do doing experiments," says Brittany Franckowiak.

9: Multilevel Unit Nonfiction Books for Kids - Science A-Z
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Differentiated Science Instruction www.enganchecubano.com offers comprehensive units in Life Science, Earth
Science, Physical Science, and Process Science for grades K Each unit contains leveled nonfiction books, vocabulary
resources, worksheets, and much more.
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